With the development of economy, more and more people travel by plane. Many airports have added satellite halls to relieve the pressure of insufficient boarding gates in airport terminals. However, the addition of satellite halls will have a certain impact on connecting flights of transit passengers and increase the difficulty of reasonable allocation of flight and gate in airports. Based on the requirements and data of question F of the 2018 postgraduate mathematical contest in modeling, this paper studies the flight-gate allocation of additional satellite halls at airports. Firstly, match the seven types of flights with the ten types of gates. Secondly, considering the number of gates used and the least number of flights not allocated to the gate, and adding the two factors of the overall tension of passengers and the minimum number of passengers who failed to transfer, the multi-objective 0-1 programming model was established. Determine the weight vector w = (0.112, 0.097, 0.496, 0.395) of objective function by entropy value method based on personal preference, then the multi-objective 0-1 programming model is transformed into single-objective 0-1 programming model. Finally, a graph coloring algorithm based on parameter adjustment is used to solve the transformed model. The concept of time slice was used to determine the set of time conflicts of flight slots, and the vertex sequences were colored by applying the principle of "first come first serve". Applying the model and algorithm proposed in this paper, it can be obtained that the average value of the overall tension degree of passengers minimized in question F is 35.179%, the number of flights successfully allocated to the gate maximized is 262, and the number of gates used is minimized to be 60. The corresponding flight-gate difficulty allocation weight is α = 0.32 and β = 0.40, and the proportion of flights successfully assigned to the gate is 86.469%. The number of passengers who failed to transfer was 642, with a failure rate of 23.337%.
Introduction
With the rapid development of economy, more and more people travel by air, which has caused a great impact on airports whose passenger flow has reached the saturation state. Thus, most airports add satellite hall S in the existing terminal T to relieve the pressure of insufficient boarding gates in the original terminal. However, the addition of satellite hall will cause some difficulties in connecting flights of transit passengers. Thus, how to schedule and plan flights at airports, optimize the allocation of boarding gates to the greatest extent and reduce the transfer tension of transit passengers has become a hot issue in the civil aviation industry.
A stop at the gate is identified by the arrival flight and departure flight as a "departure". Flight-gate allocation is the allocation of arriving and departing flights to the appropriate gate, which is affected by several factors, such as the density of flights arriving at the station, the number of flights, the type of airframe, the stopping time, etc., and the transit passenger is the passenger who transfers from the arriving flight to the departure flight executed by the same or different planes. Terminal T has complete international airport terminal functions, including departure, arrival, entry and exit and waiting. Satellite hall S is an extension of terminal T, which can wait for the flight and has no entry and exit functions. Terminal T and satellite hall S are both called terminal hall, and they are connected by MRT lines. The boarding gate in terminal T and satellite hall S is a fixed plane seat, whose functional properties are given in advance, and each flight can only be assigned to a boarding gate that matches its properties.
In 1984, Babic et al. [1] established the 0-1 integer programming model of flight-gate allocation. This model takes the minimum walking distance of passengers as the objective function, and uses branch and bound algorithm to solve the model, but does not consider transit passengers in its model. In 1985, Mangoubi and Mathaisel [2] took into account the walking distance of transit passengers based on the work of Babic et al. The linear relaxation method of mixed integer programming and heuristic algorithm are used to solve the problem. The comparison shows that the performance of heuristic algorithm is nearly optimal. In 2001, Yan and Huo [3] set a fixed buffer time between successive flights assigned to the same flight location to absorb uncertain changes at flight time, and established a multi-objective 0-1 integer programming model. However, since the density of flight take-off and landing has the law of changing at any time, the method of setting the buffer time of aircraft position to a fixed value is not very targeted. In 2005, Wen et al. [4] adopted the graph coloring model to solve the problem of flight gate allocation, and the objective function was to minimize the total number of gates occupied by flights. In the same year, Tian and Xiong [5] used genetic algorithm to solve the problem of flight gate allocation, mainly using proportional selection, two-point crossover and random variation. In order to accelerate the convergence rate, the objective function is modified by simulated annealing. In 2008, Ju and Xu [6] took the minimum distance required for passenger transfer as the objective function, and applied greedy simulated annealing algorithm to solve the problem of flight gate allocation. In the same year, Kong [7] took the total walking distance of passengers leaving Hong Kong and the free time of the balanced boarding gate as optimization goals, and established a multi-objective integer programming model. The target is transformed by linear weighting method and solved by genetic algorithm. In 2010, Jiang [8] established an allocation model with the optimization objectives of the minimum number of occupied parking Spaces, the shortest average travel distance of passengers and the minimum sum of squares of idle parking Spaces. Graph coloring algorithm and improved genetic algorithm are used to solve the model. In the same year, Wen [9] established a graph theory model of flight gate allocation problem by applying time slice algorithm, converted the problem into graph coloring problem, and solved it with genetic algorithm. Although the simulation results are good, the algorithm may converge to the local optimal solution at some times. In 2013, Li [10] established a network model for flight gate allocation problem, and proposed an algorithm for flight gate allocation from the three aspects of departure flights, inbound flights and inbound and outbound flights respectively. In 2014, Zeng et al. [11] established an allocation model, which took the minimum total walking distance of passenger and the minimum variance of average walking distance of passengers as the objective function, and achieved good results. In 2015, Wang [12] established a mixed set planning model for busy airports with the goal of maximizing the bridge ratio. This model includes rules such as model matching, aircraft towing, flight nature, and combination of aircraft positions, etc. Finally, the model and program were verified with an example.
Applying the requirements and data of question F of the 2018 postgraduate mathematical contest in modeling, this paper takes into account the model matching between flights and boarding gates, the conflict between flights in arrival time, departure time and stay time, the priority of parking at the aircraft gate, and the overall tension of transfer passengers. An optimal flight-gate allocation model was established from the global perspective, and the flight-gate allocation graph coloring algorithm based on parameter adjustment was used to solve the established model.
The data used to support the findings of this study are available at the question F of the 2018 postgraduate mathematical contest in modeling website (https://cpipc.chinadegrees. cn/cw/hp/4).
Flight-gate optimization allocation model

Problem description
In the flight-gate allocation at an airport,
(1) terminal T has 28 gates and satellite hall S has 41 gates.
(2) There is a MRT line between T and S, which takes 8 minutes each way, and the gap time between two planes assigned at the same gate must be greater than or equal to 45 minutes. (3) All gates of T and S are allocated according to the overall planning. The functional properties of each gate include domestic/international, arrival/departure, wide-body/narrow-body aircraft, etc. (4) The arrival and departure of each aircraft must be allocated at the same gate, during which they cannot be moved elsewhere. The airport has another simple temporary seat for planes that cannot be allocated at a fixed gate to stop, assuming the number of temporary seats is unlimited. (5) The process of transit passengers from the arrival of the previous flight to the departure of the next flight, which is combined into 16 different scenarios by domestic (D) and international (I), terminal (T) and satellite hall (S), and the shortest process time and MRT number of rides exist between these scenarios. (6) The transfer time of passengers is the sum of the shortest process time, MRT time and travel time. It is required to minimize the number of boarding gates used when as many flights as possible are allocated to appropriate boarding gates and the minimum overall tension of transfer passengers is the primary factor. The model of wide and narrow body aircraft, the minimum process time of transfer passengers, the number of MRT rides, the walking time of transfer passengers, the plane transfer plan of specific flights, information of transfer passengers and gate data can be obtained in the official website of the 2018 postgraduate mathematical contest in modeling F. 
Model preparation
Partial data processing
The flight transfer plan and transit passenger information includes the three days of January 19, 20, and 21, 2018. Only flights and passengers arriving on the 20th or departing on the 20th are analyzed here. Through MATLAB programming, the results show that there are 303 pairs of flights meeting the date requirements. There are 69 boarding gates in total. Thus, the results of boarding gates and flights are obtained through the above classification, as shown in Table 1 and Table 2 (X in the table refers to the mixed boarding gate, i.e. domestic flights and international flights can be docked).
The connection time of all flight tickets on 20th is counted, and the distribution of passenger flight connection time is shown in Fig. 1 . For flights arriving on 20th or departing on 20th, if the arrival time and departure time are greater than or equal to 5 hours, stop the flight at the boarding gate after getting off the passengers, and stop the flight at the airport temporarily until the flight returns to the landing gate one hour before the flight (more than 45 minutes of free time between the two flights). Specific data of flights from boarding gate to temporary seat are shown in Table 3 . The horizontal coordinate represents the flight connection time of passengers, and the left and right vertical coordinate respectively represents the corresponding number of passengers (people) and proportion (%).
Entropy value method
The weight is determined by the entropy value method based on personal preference [13] . The steps are as follows.
(1) non-negative data processing. As the entropy value method based on personal preference [14] uses the ratio of a certain index of each scheme to the sum of the same index value, there is no dimensional influence and no need for standardized processing. If there are negative Numbers in the data, the data needs to be non-negative processing. In addition, in order to avoid the nonsense of logarithm when calculating entropy value, data translation is required.
For bigger is better and smaller is better, the indicators are
Where, the nonnegative data is still r ij .
(2) The proportion of scheme j in index i to this index ϕ ij is calculated by R = (r ij ) m×n .
(3) The output entropy of the i evaluation index ϕ ij .
(4) Entropy weight coefficient of each target [15] .
Modeling
Since the biggest impact of the newly added satellite hall is connecting flights of transfer passengers, the transfer intensity of transfer passengers is taken as the primary factor to establish the objective function. A multi-objective 0-1 programming model is established, which is based on the following factors: minimum overall tension of passengers, minimum number of gates used, minimum number of flights not allocated to the gate and minimum number of passengers not successfully transferred.
Objective function.
(1) The objective function to maximize the number of remaining boarding gates is
Where, x k is a 0-1 variable, indicating whether gate k is used. The specific expression is as follows
0 gate k is used by flights.
(2) The minimum number of flights not allocated to the gate is
Where, f i is a 0-1 variable, indicating whether flight i is allocated to the boarding gate. The specific expression is as follows 
Passenger transfer time = minimum process time
Connection time = departure time of last flight -arrival time of previous flight.
Secondly, transfer time and flight connection time can be expressed as follows. Transfer time
(c kl y ik y jl + μ kl y ik y jl + ω kl y ik y jl ).
Flight connection time
Finally, the objective function [16] established is as follows. 
Where, c kl represents the overall minimum process time for tourists to enter from gate k and exit from gate l. c kl is to match the elements in the matrix C = (c kl ) 69×69 of the shortest process time between terminal T and satellite hall S with pairs of 69 boarding gates. μ kl represents the MRT time when tourists enter from gate k and leave from gate l, which is the element in MRT time matrix μ = (μ kl ) 69×69 . ω kl represents the walking time of tourists entering from gate k and exiting from gate l, which is the element in the walking time matrix ω = (ω kl ) 69×69 . y ik is a 0-1 variable, indicating whether flight i is allocated to gate k. D ik represents the departure time of flight i from gate k. R jl represents the arrival time of flight j at gate l. (4) The objective function [17] with the fewest number of unsuccessful passengers is
Where, p ij represents the number of passengers entering from flight i and leaving from flight j. Constraint condition.
(1) Applying the uniqueness of the gate used, the following constraints are established. 
Where, the number of gates is n + 1, and the extra 1 here represents the temporary slots set by the airport. y ik is a 0-1 variable, indicating whether flight i stays at gate k. The specific expression is
(2) Applying the flight model corresponding to the gate model (only domestic D and international I are considered here, regardless of the width/narrowness of the body), the constraints are
Where, H represents the set of flight models, with a total of 7 models, denoted as H = {H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H t }. G represents the set of gate models, with a total of 10 models, denoted as G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G t }. Since there is a mixed gate situation, each element G l in set G also represents a set, which refers to the set of flight models that gate l allows to stop at.
(3) In the statistical division of flight model and gate model, it is assumed that narrow flight model can be parked at the wide gate (wide flight model cannot be parked at the narrow gate) [18] , which can greatly increase the use efficiency of the gate. The constraints are
Where, the value of c ai can be 1 and 2, representing narrow and wide types of flights, respectively. Values of c gk can also be 1 and 2, indicating the narrow and wide gate models, respectively. M is a big enough positive number. (4) Applying the constraints of whether flight i and j can park at the same gate.
If
(5) Establish a constraint applying the safety interval time, that is, the interval between two adjacent flights parked at the same gate should be greater than or equal to the safety interval of 45 minutes, and the constraint is 
Where, z 0jk = 1 represents stop at this gate on 19th, leave on 20th and stop at gate k. (6) Applying the constraints of the uniqueness of two consecutive flights at the same gate. That is, two consecutive flights at the same gate and one flight at the same gate.
k∈S i∈F
The weight coefficient is determined as w = (0.112, 0.097, 0.496, 0.395) by entropy method [13] based on personal preference, and the final model [19] is obtained after weighted sum as follows 
Solution of model
Design of graph coloring algorithm based on parameter adjustment
The flight-gate assignment graph coloring algorithm mainly includes three aspects [8] :
flight time conflict determination, flight assignment difficulty coefficient ranking and vertex assignment coloring. The flow chart of flight-gate assignment diagram coloring algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 .
Firstly, the concept of time slice is introduced into the determination of flight time conflict [9] , and the time slice partition algorithm is adopted [4] . Secondly, "Difficulty coefficient" is adopted to measure the difficulty of seat allocation [8] . The vertex sequence number of each flight vertex can be obtained by sorting the difficulty coefficient of flight allocation. Flights are sorted in descending order applying vertex sequence number from largest to smallest, thus obtaining the assignment order of flights from difficult to easy. That is, the descending order of flight vertices corresponds to the assignment order of flights from difficult to easy. Where the difficulty coefficient is defined as Q i = α
Finally, coloring algorithm [20] is used to color each flight vertex. In order to search for the flight allocation scheme with the least occupied gate, different α values are set repeatedly during the algorithm execution. By changing the value of α, the weight of airframe types and conflicts in flight allocation can be adjusted, and the optimal scheme can be selected to reduce the number of gates occupied by flights.
Let the moment when flight i stops using the gate be F i , and all F i constitute the end time set F = {F i |i = 1, 2, . . . , N}. The specific algorithm steps are as follows.
Step 1. Set max F = 0 and initial values for α and β (α + β < 1).
Step 2. Initialize the flight conflict table and calculate the flight assignment difficulty Step 3. Arrange the flight assignment difficulty factor and choose the largest F i . If the largest is more than one, choose the first one by default.
Step 4. Go through all gate G j that can park flight F i , and assign flights if no flights are scheduled in queue G j . On the contrary, find the flight conflict table to determine whether there is conflict with existing flights. If there is no conflict, allocate it. Otherwise, it cannot be allocated, and mark it as "allocation failed".
Step 5. Update the flight conflict table, set the row and column of F i to 0, and recalculate the flight assignment difficulty factor.
Step 6. If all flights have been allocated, turn to step 7. Otherwise, return to step 3. Step 7. Calculate the objective function value F, if F < max F, turn to step 8. Otherwise, set max F = F and save the current values of alpha and beta.
Step 8. Stop after n iterations, otherwise update the value of α, β.
Step size increases and β remains the same, where α < 1 and β < 1 -α. Return to step 2.
The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Solution of model
The flight-gate allocation scheme and the use time of the gate are obtained by solving the flight-gate allocation graph coloring algorithm based on parameter adjustment. From the optimized flight-gate allocation diagram, it can be seen that the mean overall tension of the minimum transfer passengers is 35.179%. The maximum number of flights successfully allocated to the gate is 262 pairs, and the minimum number of gates used is 60. The corresponding flight-gate difficulty is assigned a weight α = 0.32, β = 0.40, and the corresponding ratio of successful boarding gates is 86.469%. The number of passengers who failed to transfer was 642, with a failure rate of 23.337%. The flight assignment diagram is shown in Fig. 4 , in which different colors represent different flight models, the horizontal coordinate represents the flight waiting time length, and the vertical coordinate represents the gate number. Partial data of the detailed schedule of the boarding gate are shown in Table 4 . The number and proportion of flights successfully allocated to the gate are given by width and narrow-body aircraft respectively. It can be seen from the results in Fig. 5 that there are 49 and 213 flights with wide and narrow bodies respectively, and the probability of successful allocation of wide and narrow bodies is 100% and 83.858% respectively. The horizontal coordinate represents the body shape, and the left and right vertical coordinate respectively represents the successful allocation quantity and the successful allocation proportion.
After the optimization results are obtained, number of T and S gates used and average utilization rate of gates used (occupancy time ratio of gates) can be obtained by using MATLAB2018a software, as shown in Fig. 6 . The horizontal coordinate represents the terminal hall, and the left and right vertical coordinate respectively represents the number of T and S gates used and the average utilization rate. Figure 7 shows the time-occupancy ratio at 69 gates, with blue and red representing gates at T and S terminals, respectively. The horizontal coordinate represents the gate number, and the vertical coordinate represents the time-occupancy ratio.
The time distribution diagram of overall passenger transfer is drawn at the 5-minute transfer time interval, as shown in Fig. 8 . The horizontal coordinate represents the transfer time, and the vertical coordinate represents the percentage.
The tension distribution diagram of overall passenger transfer is drawn at a tension interval of 0.1, and the vertical coordinate represents the transfer passenger ratio, as shown in Fig. 9 . The horizontal coordinate represents the tension, and the vertical coordinate represents the percentage. 
Conclusion
In order to relieve the pressure of insufficient boarding gates in the original terminals, most airports have added satellite halls, which have a negative impact on connecting flights of transit passengers. The problem of flight-gate allocation for new satellite halls at airports mainly considers factors such as minimizing the number of gates used, minimizing the The tension distribution diagram number of flights not allocated to the gate, minimizing the overall tension of passengers and minimizing the number of passengers not successfully transferred. A 0-1 programming model based on entropy value method with personal preference was established. In the model solution, flight-gate assignment graph coloring algorithm based on parameter adjustment was used to obtain the flight assignment diagram, the detailed schedule of the boarding gate and the tension distribution diagram of overall passenger transfer. As can be seen from the obtained chart, the average overall tension degree of transfer passengers is 35.179%, the number of flights successfully assigned to the boarding gate is 262 pairs, the number of gates used is 60, and the number of passengers who fail to transfer is 642, with a failure rate of 23.337%. The results show that this model has great practical significance for solving the problem of flight-gate allocation.
